The paper introduces the HiMAT model for mobile agent applications, which provides a unique, coherent framework for the design and development of mobile agent applications, where critical issues such as topology, authentication, authorisation and coordination can be effectively addressed in a uniform way.
INTRODUCTION
A mobile agent is an autonomous computational entity which (i) proactively moves through a multiplicity of different execution frameworks.
and (ii) there interacts with local
resources and other mobile agents. As a result, in order to effectively support application design, a mobile agent model should provide the abstractions and mechanisms (i) to deal with mobile agents roaming a space of hosting environments, and (ii) to manage the space of mobile agent interaction. From the mobile agent's viewpoint, the former issue is essentially a fopology one: how agents represent the space which they roam, whether their representation is partial or complete, and whether it is statically given or dynamically acquired. From the hosting environment's viewpoint, the same issue is related with the notion of agent identify. where different execution frameworks have to authenticate the same agent in motion. The latter issue concerns the coordination of mobile agents and local computational resources [5) [7] : how their interaction can be constrained and driven so as to result in a system behaviour accomplishing the global system's requirements. The above two issues are then strictly related by the problem of aufhorisnrion: mobile agent's access to local resources has to be ruled according to both global policies, shared by a collection of hosting environments and locally specialised policies. Starting from the above considerations, this paper introduces the HiMAT model for the design and development of mobile agent applications, which uniformly addresses all the above issues. HiMAT derives from two models for mobile agents, MA [3j and TUCSON [7] . HiMAT models the In its turn, each node provides its own version of the TUCSON name space (the set of the tuple centre identifiers) by virtually implementing each tuple centre as an Internet service. As a result, any tuple centre can be identified either via its full Internet (absolute) name or vta its local (relative) name, thus supporting the double role of mobile agents, as network-aware entities explicitly accessing to a remote tuple space, and as local computational entities implicitly interacting through tuple centres with both other agents and local resources of their current execution node.
TUCSON tuple centres enhance tuple spaces with the notion of behaviour specifcafion: each tuple centre can be programmed so as to implement its own observable behaviour in response to communication events [I] In addition to its authentication role. a gateway works as a knowledge repository.
providing agents with information about the structure of the domain, filtered according to agent identity.
By shifting the complexity of knowledge management from agents to domains and gateways. this approach avoids the agents need for a-priori, complete knowledge of the system topology. This makes also gateways implicitly work as the first authorisation level of the HiMAT model: a mobile agent can retrieve from a gateway the set of the accessible places and subdomains. as well as the set of the visible tuple centres locally provided by each place of the domain. The second authorisation level relies on each place which provides specific access privileges over local tuple centres to control the (mediated) interaction with local resources.
In order to better understand HiMAT. we present the scheme of a possible interaction protocol of a mobile agent along a HiMAT tree (Fig.1) . where a clear distinction between the space which mobile agents roams (network topology). and the management of the interaction among mobile agents and resources (local interaction) is shown. The exploitation of the same interaction protocol. mediated by TUCSON tuple centres. allows both authorisation and coordination policies to be dealt with in a uniform way.
EXPLOITING THE HIMAT MODEL
Let us consider an application in which mobile agents look for book references through the Internet nodes of University libraries. Suppose to model the departmeot network with HiMAT: we define a tree with the CS (Computer Science) domain (CS) as the root and all the nsearch group domains as children, Such as the MAC (Mobile Agent Group) one (mag). 
